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Faculty receives 1ninor pay-hike
BY PAT HADALLER
Central's Board of Trustees met
at a Friday evening meeting that
was highly attended by members
of the faculty. Why were _so many
faculty present? Perhaps because
their salaries for the 1979-81 '
period were discussed.
Presid en t Brooks suggested,
" ... the $240,000 that is available to
the university to increase faculty
salaries in 1978-79 be applied first
to promotions, then to salary
inequities, then to a scale ~f
adjustments for whatever is left."

The Board adjusted the salaries
of 29 faculty members in order to
eliminate any pay inequities. Ed
Harrington estimated faculty promotions will cost approximately
$25,000 and the inequity adjustments $19,000.
The remaining money being
applied to a salary scale adjustment will leave only a 3 percent
salary increase for Centrat:s
faculty.
Many faculty members expressed disgust at the small
increase saying that the rate of~
_inflation last year was 12 percent.

The 3 percent increase leaves -may be while here at Ce-n tral. The
them with a 9 percent deficit. One bottom step at which a full
associate professor said, "Civil professor may be is 16.
fin
Service employees received a · 5 associate professor is between
percent increase and we received steps 10 and 16, while assistant ·
only 3. That goes to show you professors start at step 4 with
where the Legislature's preroga- instructors below them.
, ..-With each step up a facu1ty
tives lie." Some words of conflict were member receives an increase in
exchanged between Faculty Sen- pay. Along with this increase in
ate Chairman.Franklin D. Carlson, pay his status is also enhanced.
and President Brooks concerning
-Carlson, representing the wishhow the faculty is to receive their es of the faculty, argued that
pay increase.
faculty members be given a
There are approximately 24 one~step increment increase as
steps at which a faculty member opposed to a scale adjustment
. (increasing the amount of money,
say, a full professor receives at
step 16, etc.).
"Our judgment is .that a step
;'lerease would have the greatest
effect on faculty morale. I am sure
that remaining on one step for .
many years affects the perfor,mance of some of the faculty
members at this institution. Our
recommendation is for a one-step
increase,"stated Carlson.
President Brooks then responded to Carlson's statement, saying
that applying automatfo step
increases to those in overlap is a
violation of the code. He said that

there are now 104 people on
overlap out of the 3?9 faculty
members, and that some plan
should be set forth before
automatic half and full steps are
applied.
.After a long discussion, the
President's motion for a scale ·
increase was approved over
Carlson's motion for a step
increase. The vote was two to one,
with Jam es Hogan of Yakima
dissenting and Tom Galbraith and
Sterling Munro favoring. Board
Chairman Linda Clifton declined to ·
vote, saying that the scale
increase, in her mind, would better
serve to equalize Central's salary
rates with those of other universities.
The only positive reinforcement
the Faculty Senate Chairman
received was a request by Clifton
for the Faculty Senate to prepare
a proposal for the next salary
adjustment and increase.
Clifton said, when comparing
Central's bottom faculty to those
of seven other states, they have
above-average salaries, but the
·top faculty members, that is, full
'professors, etc., are not up there.
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Nuke demonstration:

"Active today or radioactive tomorrow"
BY LES FITZPATRICK
. "This demonstration was so
well-planned and peaceful. I think
we've learned something from the
riotous Sixties."
"Either the demonstrators were
all well-trained in pot and booze
concealment or no one imbibed. I
tend to believe the latter is true."
The above quotes were made by
two elderly demonstrators at last
weekend's Satsop nuclear demonstration held in Elma.
The two-day rally, with over
2,000 people in attendance on
Sunday, was the result of
intensive planning by the Crabshell Alliance, a state-wide organization opposing nuclear power.
The demonstration, which included an appearance by noted
guitarist and singer Jessie Colin
Young, culminated Sunday evening with the peaceful arrest of
about 100 people who trespassed
on the nuclear site in cars, boats
and by railway. The trespassers
called themselves "CDers" or Civil
Disobedience People.
The Crabshell Alliance people
seemingly planned every detail of
the rally including a three-hour
Civil Disobedience workshop
which trained CDers in proper
procedure for trespassing on· the
site and being arrP~ted without
violence.
There were also numerous other
workshops on such topics as solar
energy, "Pastry Politics," and
energy policies.
Besides the Crabshell Alliance
group, several other organizations
were present including the International Socialist Organization,
the Gay Liberation Movement,

The Trojan Decommission Project,
and the Native American Solidarity Committee. ·
The_latter. included speaker
Smiley Hillaire from the Yakima
Indian Nation who lambasted the
men of the audience saying,
"Mothers made the earth. You
_guys can worry about yourselves,
it's a woman's world ... Like
certain male faggots like Hitler,
you've ruined the earth."
Aside from this fiery speech, the
two-day event was low-keyed with
no show of violence or unrest.
As one observer noted, "This
thing is so peaceful and well-ordereg, it seems more like a folk
festival than a demonstration."
Indeed, the rally was filled with
fun and games including musical
· entertainment, outdoor theater
groups and coconut creme "plutonium" pies thrown at manikin!
look-a-likes of Dixy Lee Ray and
President Carter's energy advisor
James Schlesinger.
Among the more notable musical acts was songwriter, guitarist
John O'Brien who said that, "If
you're not active today you'll be
radioactive tomorrow."
O'Brien, who goes to court in
August on charges of trespassing
at the Trojan Nuclear Plant in
Oregon, performed a song which
he wrote as part of his trial
defense. The song, called "He
Taught Me Not To Kill," earned a
long ovation from the g~thering.
Prior to Jessie Colin Young's
appearance, thousands of balloons
were simultaneously released by
the demonstrators, each one
having attached to it an orange tag
concerning the dangers of nuclear
power.

The tags read, "This balloon was
released from the site of the
Satsop Nuclear Power Plants at
Satsop, Washington. If a radiation
leak from the Satsop Plant would
occur, you might have received a
harmful dose of radiation carried
by the wind rather than this
benign balloon. Pl~ase contact us
and let us know where you found
this balloon."
Also included on each tag were
the return addresses of the
Olympia and Grays Harbor County
Crabshell Alliance groups.
At 3:30 in the afternoon Jessie
Colin Young appeared on stage for
a 45-minute solo concert. Some of
the songs he played included
"Light Shine," "Saturday's Child,"
and a new composition called
"American Dream-Sleep.-"
When Young took the stage he
looked around and said, "I can see
by your appearance here that you
people have a dream. A dream to
make this world a better place.
I see too many people today who
don't have any dreams."
Soon after Young's appearance
most of the demonstrators, led by
the Civil Disobe.dience people,
marched orderly and somewhat
quietly through the town of Elma.
Before the sun set on Sunday
evening, most of the protesters
had gone home, the Civil Disobedience people trespassed on the site,
w:ere arrested, processed and ·
released with<;rnt major incident,
and the Satsop Nuclear protest
was over.
However, as one Crabshell
Alliance member stated, "This·
protest is not the end, it is only the'
beginning."
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STOP THE NUKES-A speaker expresses her concern about
nuclear power plants before a crowd of 2,000 at the Satsop
demonstration in Elma.
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Central Blacks org~nize

News Notes
NEW KCWU FACILITIES
Ellensburg's only television station, KCWU Channel 10. is
preparing to move into its new facilities in Bouillon Hall next tall.
Presently, the KCWU Studio and Television Services
Department is located in Black . Hall. Bouillon has be_en under
renovation since January, and is scheduled fo reopen in
September.
Director of Television Services Bill Craig, says he hopes KCWU
will be able to better serve the campus and community with their
new equipment and facilities. Two studios are now being built so
as to lessen confusion between student and community use.
Congestion has always been a problem at KCWU in operating-at
full capacity.
An added plus for KCWU may be the possibility of
programming on a regular basis, and possibly producing
Ellensburg's first daily news show.
If all goes well, KCWU hopes to open in its new operation as Fall
Quarter begins.

EUROPEAN TEACHING INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Central graduate students and recent graduates with teaching
certificates are eligible to apply for paid teaching internships in
Germany offered by Central in cooperation with Big Bend
Community College. Teaching responsibilities include one quarter
of guided training at Big Bend Community College in Moses Lake,
for the fall term, followed by a 6-month teaching internship in
Europe. Students accepted into the program will be teaching at_
various army bases throughout . Germany. The interns must be
qualified to teach courses in remedial English, remedial
mathematics, English as a second language, and Technology &
Industrial Education. Students will receive a total of 15 field
experience credits (490/590). The stipend will include a round-trip ticket, Seattle to
Frankfurt, $1,000 for the fall training session in Moses Lake and
$500 per month while in Europe ($4,000 total stipend). The above ·
stipend does not include room and board expenses.
For additional information regarding the particulars of the
internship, please contact the Office of Cooperative Education at
963-3612.

GISELLE
Residents of this area will have a unique opportunity to see the
clissicafballet GiSelle when Western Ballet Productions comes to
McConnell Auditoruim on Sunday, July 9. l'he fast growing
company in its first appearance in this city will present the full
length classic work for one performance only at 8 p.m.
Giselle, one of the greatest romantic ballets of all time (a
dramatic .and enthralling story ballet), is to the world of ballet
what Shakespeare's plays are to the world of theater, according to
Drama Professor Richard Leinaweaver.
The popularity of this great work is attested to by the fact that
the American Ballet Theatre Production, which played in the San
Franciseo Opera House in February, .was sold out in early January,
he said.
A company of over 20 artists, with a fully .dressed stage and
elaborate costumes will stage this _two-act ballet.
Tickets are $2.50 students, $5.00 general admission. Proceeds
will go to the Drama Scholarship Fund.

SUMMER RECREATION PROGRAM
The University Recreation & Intramural Office offers a varied
program for summer session students. ~ll. members o~ ~he Ce!1tral
community and their dependents are eligible to part1c1pate m all
recreation programs. Nichol~on Pavilion will be open from 3-10
p.m. Monday through Friday and 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m. on Saturday
and Sunday during summer session. The gym can be used u.nless
used by special conferences. Passes for dependents are available
in S.U.B. 111 or by calling 963-2302.
The S. U .B. Games Room & Snack Bar will be open Monday
through Friday from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. The Tent N Tube Shop, which
rents outdoor equipment ranging from backpack gear to r~bber
rafts, will be open from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Monday through Friday.
People wishing to swim can use the pavilion pool Monday through
Thursday from 8-10 p.m., Friday 7-10 p.m. and Saturday and
Sunday from 4-6 p.m. The pool will be closed July 3-6.

BY LIZ LANE
Historically, Blacks of all ages
have been a part of the uphill
battle for racial and social equality
from slavery times to the present.
However, the monumental Civil
Rights movement showed a
tremendous resurgence in the
Black struggle through its youth
as Black college and high school
students marched, picketed, and
fought legal & physical battles, in
order to be fully recognized
nationwide as first-class citizens.
Out of the movement came the
formation of new organizations
that were designed to specifically
deal with the advancement of
positive self and group awareness
of the new "Black and :Proud"
ideology.
This particular ideology promoted the social, economical and
technological advancements of
Blacks in American society.
The most visible of those types
of Black organizations on Central's
campus to date is the Black
Student Union (a type of organization found on many U.S. campuses
today).
In November 1968, a handful of
Black students got together to
form a Black student organization
and on December 2, 1968 they
were formally recognized by the
A.S.C.
_
A constitution was dr-afted by
the Black Students of Central
group, listing the following f9ur
primary objectives to be met over
a period of time:
· 1. Black students of Central
·will engage in projects which
the membership considers to be
.in the interest of the Black
community.
2. Also will engage in the study
of Black history, life and political awareness.
_
_
3. To foster the growth of and
assimilation of Black cultural
contributions to the society,
also to aid in the academic
development of the Black
student and the Black community.

Unfortunately, the earlier Black
groups on campus were largely
ineffective mainly due to the small
numbers in membership. Small
fund-raising activities were used
by the groups from 1968 to the
early Seventies but they remained
largely social club type activities.
In the early Seventies, after a
march on the college president's
home, members of the B.S.U. and
other minority groups presented
him with a list of demands and out
of that encounter received offices
in the S.U.B. for their various
organizations.
Money troubles and inner
turmoil plagµed the other B.S. U.s
prior to 1972. In '72, the B.S.U.
president allegedly made off with
school funds (a sum of $200). Thus
the end of any formally-recognized
B.S.U. until 1976.
In 1976, Black students again
felt the need to organize but were
hindered by the fact that in order
to organize, they were required to
pay back the $200 that had be.en
taken in 1972.
The students felt that they had
been dealt a great injustice and
questioned the validity of having
to pay for another person's
mistakes which had happened over
four years prior. Needless to say,
the decision to deny them the right
' to organize was reversed and fhe
B.S.U. was on its way again.
Since 1968, the Black organization had always been called Black
Students of Central, but this name
didn't seem to fit right to the
students who met in 1976 to
organize.
So, the constitution was again
revised and the organization was
renamed the Black Student Union
of Central Washington State
College.
That year's group, while small,
managed to be very effective in
meeting some of their objectives
by having a few money.-raising
projects, a small Black 'History
Week which featured African
dancers from the African Village .
in Yakima, and getting a new
Black Studies professor h!r~d for

Dean's Radio, T.V.,
Sales, Service, Phonograph
& Records
Headquarters for T. V. rentals,
repairs & sales.
Large selection of
records, tapes &
cassettes. Craig
Sony Pioneer
Zenith RCA
417 N. Pearl 925-1828

the Ethnic Studies Department.
The"77-'78 B.S.U. was probably
the largest and most effective of
all in meeting their objectives as
they set out to alleviate the "Black
party and social club" stigma
which had plagued the seriousness
of the organization through the
years.
In order to successfully meet the
goals of the B.S.U., five committees were added to the general
officer board to form an executive
board which was primarily responsible for helping to promote a
positive image of Black awareness
to Central's White majority.
Social Activities, Finance, Infor-.
mation, Black Awareness, Educational Development committee
chairpersons and other members
planned strategies for the year as
the B.S.U. strove to be recognized.
as an educational organization
which was sorely needed on
campus.
Besides sponsoring social events
like'dances (the B.S.U. had three),
'the B.S.U. worked closely with
various departments on campus to
promote and bring programs of
cultural _& educational value to
Ellensburg.
One such program was the Black
History Week, featuring Dr.
Frances Welsing who lectured on
her "Color Confrontation and
. Racism Theory", with other
highlights like tributes to Black
music, art and religion.
Working in the interest of
recruitment and retention of Black
students, the B.S.U. also had a
recruitment weekend last Spring
Quarter and a highlight speech by
Dr. Henry Clark, noted _Black
historia.n.
Central's B.S.U. also sought to
strengthen ties with the Black
Yakima community and did so by
having a fashion show in May
which was entitled "Shades ot
Beauty." .
The B.S. U. also sought to
strengthen ties with the administration and student government
and subsequently had many
meetings, some pleasant, some not
so, but toward the end of the year,
it was mutually recognized that
the need to work together was
there and each side should help the
other.
For the first time in B.S.U.
history, funds were-allotted in the
newly proposed student budget by
the administration and the A.S.C . .
government (the Board of Con- ·
tron.
Next year's B.S.U. plans to get
more involved in student affairs
and government and to continue to
promote positive Black awareness
on Central's campus to the total
commu~ity.
·
Special plans and activities will
be decided by the new 10-student
Executive Board and the general
B.S.U. ~ody in the fall.

Tuesday Special
**************************
3 Tacos for $1° 0

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
The following employers will be on campus interviewing
interested candidates. Sign-up schedules are posted one week, to
the day, before the arrival of the interviewer on campus.
.
Onalaska, will be interviewing on Friday, June 30. Basic
.English/Basic Math and Special Ed .. (K-12~.
.
. . .
Representatives from the city of Yak1ma will be mterv1ewmg on
Tuesday, July 11. They are looking for people interested in
financial planning. Teaching background is a decided advantage
for this full-time career.
Keep checking with Career Planning & Placement Center for
other campus iriterviews.
Open registers are posted in the Career Planning & Plac~m~nt
Center for candidates seeking positions and for employers w1shmg
to list positions.

afte_r 3 p_.m . only
Also, 27 delicious ice cream flavors

Taco Time
925-4000 · In the Plaza 925-4000
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Distinguished Prof.

Ecologist given award
A plant ecologist who in the past
has been recognized for his work
with students at Central has been
awarded the university's honor of
Distinguished Professor for his
recent work in teaching environmental biology.
Curt A. Wiberg, an Associate
Professor of Biology, was cited by
his colleagues for his involvement
with environmental studies at the
university and his work with the
Cispus Environmental Center.
Along with the title of Distinguished University Professor,
Wiberg will receive a $1,000 cash
award from the university.
According to Dr. Bernard L.
Martin, Central's Dean of the
School of Natural Sciences and
Mathematics, Wiberg received his
B.S. degree at the U.W. and his
master's at Oregon.
. He has been - at Central since
1956 where he earned a reputation
as a totally dedicated and inspired
teacher, according to Dean Martin.
In 1971, Wiberg received a
Danforth Foundation Associateship for his work with college
students. The Danforth Award
helped him finance his work with
counseling students in campus
dormitories which involved helping students communicate with
their parents.
Wiberg was selected for his
distinguished teaching award
through . faculty representatives
and by secret ballot. He received
his award at the Spring Honors
Convocation.
~ccording to Dean Martin, his
colleagues cited him as a "bright
spot in the educational development of students."
Martin said: "To assess the
measure of this man requires that

one know of his spirit, his honesty,
his love of nature and the honor he
does this university and its
students by teaching here.
"His personal concern for the
quality of life rubs off on . his
students as well as his colleagues."
.·-According to Dr. Edward
Harrington, Academic Vice Presi-.
dent, Wiberg-is greatly inter~sted
in graduate students as well as
undergraduates a~d is currently
directing five master's degree
students -in the -field of ecology.
Harrington said that Wiberg
was on leave from the university
in 1970 where · he spent time in
Sweden and northern Europe

studying ecological effects and
attended the United Nations
Environmental Conference.
He
worked at three different universities in Sweden in areas of
environmental education, rejuvenation of lakes and preservation of
open space and forests.
Wiberg, in addition to his
teaching, is a consultant to the
Federal Research Natural Area
program and has for many years
been on the Natural Area
Advisory Committee. In the past
he has been called upon by state
and federal agencies as a consultant on environmental impact
statements.

Senior citizens
offered schooling
Several educators at Central
claim to have something new to
offer senior citizens with the
opening of the Senior .Scholar
Program this summer and fall on
campus.
The program, which has become
known as OWLS (On With Living
Seniors), is designed to offer
senior citizens leisure and learning
at the same time, according to
Catherine Sands, coordinator.
The Washington State Legislature waived regular tuition
fees for residents who are 60-years
or older and who are not seeking a
degree. A $5 fee is charged for six
credits or less for not more than
two classes.
For seven credits or more and

not more than- two classes per
quarter the fee is $30.
Senior scholars seeking degrees
will be charged the regular tuition.
Most students enrolled in
'OWLS will be housed in the
·college Apartments which have 42
·units with one and two bedrooms,
all with complete kitchens;
"If desired, meal tickets may be
purchased- for use in the dining
hall," said Sands.
"Enrollment in school is not
necessary during summer quarter," she said.
"Past schooling doesn't matter,"
Sands said. However, what does,
is the senior scholar's experience
and willingness to have fun
through learning and living.

Library uses computers
students and faculty.
The library · will provide free
The cost of each search will staff time and various other
After more than a · year of depend on what is being re- overhead services. The users will
planning and preparation Central's searched and on how much pay for computer time and
library recently began a new information is retrieved. It is telephone connect time to the Sysservice which will reduce abstract expected that the average search tern Development Corporation.
Search Coordinator Victor Marx
and index research time from in education, for example, will cost
about $15.
is currently negotiating with the
hours to minutes.
During a demonstration project Lockheed Company .in California
The new service, called the
On-line Bibliographic Search, em- supported by a grant from the . to add additional computer data
ploys the use of a computer from Faculty Research Committee, the ·to the system.
the System Development Corp- users of this service will pay only
Any persons interested in
oration (S.D.C.) located in Cal- 50 percent of the cost of each obtaining research data using the
search. After July l, users will On-line Bibliographic Search may
ifornia.
According to one of the Search have to pay the full cost of these obtain forms from Victor Marx or
Bob Novak in the Reference
coordinators, Bob Novak, the searches.
.Department of the Library.
On-line Bibliographic Search ·
should prove invaluable for faculty
members and graduate students
who need specific and hard-to-find
information in a wide variety of
topics.
Novak said that until now,
students and faculty doing research either had to spend
countless hours in the library's
reference department or use the
computer service located at the
University of Washington library.
Novak said that the timeconsuming search through indexes
and abstracts can be accomplished
in 10 to 20 minutes using the
computer.
Computer searches at Central,
which will be available to the user
at a price, include chemical,
biological, dissertation, and
psychological abstracts as well as
many other indexing and abstracting services.
Computer searches will also be
available for educational and
government abstracts and for
information concerning. the many
government ·grants ava_!!able to
BY LES FITZPATRICK
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Political columnists seem to be preoccupied with the image of a
pendulum in swing to the Right these days. According to the
theory, history is a process of ebb and flow, action and reaction or
according to the master, Hegel, thesis and antithesis leading to
synthesis. In this theory, synthesis has a progressive dimension,
implying a refinement of the original thesis-or so those who
attempt to explain the rise of reaction as normal often console the
, proponents of justice. Just hang on until the pendulum swings
back, they advise.
Like all images, the pendulum myth obscures as well as reveals
truth. That there are cycles or waves in history is obvious. But
should the socio-historical realities of human politics determine
what we believe to be true? Obviously, politics is important and
cannot be avoided, but at what point do schools lose their souls by
valuing the position of the pendulum more than the truth? When
does the tail wag the dog?
If there was a clear answer to this question there would be no
problem. Everyone would stop just short of disaster and finagle
the politically dangerous issues successfully. It would not be a
perfect world, but it would work and we would be able to count on
progress. The problem is, of course, that there is no clear
difference between prudence and selling out.. Within the arc
described by the mythic pendulum there are infinite points at
which compromise can occur. But as long as the pendulum has our
. attention we will never be able to know whether the compromises
~re strategic wisdom or .disast~ous waffling. The pendulum is
value-free, and what it describes is relativistic option. In other
· cyclical views of history, the lesson drawn is the futility of
historical activism. (At least these views avoid our error of giving
value to whatever the· pendulum is moving toward).
It is
The current taxpayers' revolt is truly revolting.
understandable, and like all breakdowns in community, it can be
blamed on the whole political picture, not merely Howard Jarvis
and middle-class home owners.
But it is unhealthy and
irresponsible nonetheless. If there are real villains in the piece, it
is those richer and more powerful than the middle-class; and the
real ~ictims are, as they have been, the poor and politic~lly
margmal. What we are witnessing is the further disintegration of
community as faction is pitted against faction. The grievances of
the middle-class may be real, but instead of seeking redress from
their oppressors they have been turned to the oppression of those
whose grievances are even greater.
How do institutions of education respond? Do their budgets
reflect advocacy or neglect of the politically marginal? Can they
see a .pu~pos~ !ln~ sense o~ ~ommunity or only the pendulum?
What is 1m_pl1C1t m the dec1s1ons regarding the Women's Center
and Joint Student Fees? Do we share the problems of political
reaction as a community or allow them to tear us up? These are
not idle questions.
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Nate Smith

Ken Munsell

Disaster imminent

Summertime
1\ blues

There is -a. disaster waiting to
happen on Central's campus. That
is, a real live one, where people
I thought I'd better remind you
could get killed and maimed any
that it's time to break out those
·day.
cutoffs and halter tops once again,
The Milwauk~e Railroad runs
kids, because summer has reright through campus. Its tracks
turned.
That's right, friends,
run past Black Hall, over the mall,
summer's here and · the time is
and past Hertz Hall. When the
right for dancing in the streets,
train speeds through, it's rather
provided you're a disco fanatic and
exciting for the people underneath
you don't.mind getting run over by
walking on the mall. Many stop to
a bus. But isn't that really what
look at it. What they don't know is
summer's all about?
Dancing
.that they are looking at hundreds
around, going swimming at the
of t<!ns of . racing danger which
pond, consuming Slurpies untll
·could jump the tracks at any
you pass out? Sure it is! It's all
moment and smash the onlookers
that and "SO much more.
and nearby buildings into bits.
I was sitting around the pool at
This isn't fantasy. It has
happened all too frequently cope with a disaster. The May · colleg~. _Fhile suc:h were not . the Country Club with a few
elsewhere and could easily happen 18th CRIER reported Police Chief actually a threat, the tracks , friends, sipping lemonade from ·
here at Central.
Dolph Brickley say.iiig that Central running through campus ARE a plastic cups, discussing sub-atomic
physics, when suddenly one guy
The Milwaukee .Road went; had no campus-wide evacuation threat, and an immediate one.
This administration should do wiped his forehead and said, "Boy
bankrupt a while back. It doesn't plan in ease of a major · disaster.
have enough money to maintain its The city and county does, something now.
Howdy! It sure is getting hot out
tracks. While some maintenance howeve~, and this is practiced
Central's administration should here." And there was no stopping
is carried out and a crew usually twice a year.
follow two courses of action. First, it,. the fabulous summer season
· goes over the Ellensburg tracks
Central · should have plans for they should do everything in their was underway! We all: heaved an ·
daily, it does not seem to be c9ping with this type of problem.
power to demand that the tracks enormous sigh of relief that spring
enough.
Unless it does, the Administration running through campus be in the was finished. Let's face it, it IS the
Some of the spikes holding the and the officers charged ·with best shape possible-with no worst season of the year. .
tracks together are loose. In fact, keeping public order & safety are exceptions.
Secondly, there Breeding lilacs out of the dead
I have actually seen spikes which shirking their duty towards the should be a comprehensive disas- · land, mixing memory and desire,
have been pulled out by hand from welfare of the University commu- ter plan developed and practiced it's the pits. Most of us spend the
the tracks on campus. That is nity._. __ _
so if a derailment does occur, the .entire season waiting for it to b~
scary. If the spikes are that loose,
This is in sharp contrast to the :campus will be able to cope. This over, and when summer arrrves
something should be· done about school 35 years ago when, after is the minimum which we as act'!ally a threB:.t• the. tracks
this situation.
Pearl Harbor, the Administration, students can ask when we ·walk again.
Central's campus is the most working in conjunction with other down the mall while a speeding
Enough childishness. What I'm
·urban area which the Milwaukee local authorities, developed di- freight train, carrying God knows really leading up to is the question
passes through, between Othelio saster plans for use in ease ·of what kinds of deadly material, of certain academic limitations on
and Snoqualmie Pass. The track emergencies, ranging_from the use races over our heads above us on your part during the Summer
on campus is a mile long. This of poison gas to air raids on the the trestle.
Quarter; in other words, how
track should be maintained in
:""~ Robin Campo
excellent condition. The results of
bad maintenane~ are almost too
~,
horrible to contemplate. If one of
the five trains which move
through campus daily jumped the
tracks on the trestle above the
mall, particularly during class
change, it would be a disaster of
Yes, friends, the "stream-of- · ease. Alas, friends, there is not joy
opinions. They are much more
unparallelled scope. That vision consciousness" kid is back! After in Mudville for freedom of choice
subtle than that.
must not be allowed to become an enforced retirement imposed ·has struck out.
For example, a prof might try to
by a previous editor, I have been
reality. ,
I find at Central that this
inti~idate you by producing
The Milwaukee should pay as granted a parole in order to eherished American ideal of
overwhelming repetition a la 1984 ,
much attention to the tracks attempt to prove that I am not the freedom of choice is only a
and convincing you that you were
running through Central's campus menace to society that certain ill- sometime thing. That in itself is a
wrong to ever have held such an
as to the tracks running through informed peopl_e -~~lie_!~ me !o be. sad thing to reveal to you but it is
absurd opinion in the first place.
the desert between Vantage and "You do your thing and I do true. I have found that very few
Or they might try the old
the Kittitas Valley, or'through the mine" would be an appropriate professors will accept a contrary
standard of buddying up to you
Pass to the Coast, simply because title for this editorial "Qu~ that opinion when presenting facts and
and telling you that "mature,
the tracks travel through a small statement implies that both offering interpretations that we,
people do not ·hold that view any
area where about 6,000 people ,do parties are allowed to pursue as the uninformed students that
their daily business. If this whatever it is they choose without we are, are supposed to swallow longer" which is merely the
responsibility is shirked, it is no hindrance. I was under the totally without question. Now grownup version of "big boys don't
less than a crime.
assumption, since this was · an these same profs are not so blatant cry."
In view of the situation, Central institution of alleged higher as I seem to be suggesting here in
Now, ask yourself (if you are a
should at least have some plan to learning, that this would be the their casting aside of opposing
professor), do you allow diverse
opinions to be expressed in your

much work are you expecting to
get done in school when the
weather's this nice? A lot of
students sign up for extra credits
during the summer without
thinking there may be a chance
that their elasses will become
secondary to. more important
pursuits, such as retreats to
People's Pond and city league
Slowpitch.
The temptation to
shirk academia is great during any
season, but given the fact that
most of us spent twelve years
NOT going to school during the
summer, it is probable that Jurie,
July, and August have become
synonymous with the word "vacation", whether we're actually on .
one or not,
What makes the situation even
more difficult is the simple fact
that there is more to do during the
summer. It is relatively easy to sit
inside the house for several hours
and study when there's eight
inches of snow on the ground, but
when it's warm the alternatives
increase considerably. Right now
you may be thinking that you'll
have no trouble arranging your
time so that your education is not
neglected, but when that inevitable phone call comes and someone
wants you to drop your studies for ·
a while and play tennis, or go
swimming, or just go out for a
beer, who knows what you'll'
choose?

.

Is there freedom of choice?

01111

David
Naime

counted
onus.

classes?· Do you encourage it? Or
are you merely paying it lip .
service handing out pabulum to
the masses? I am finding more and
more that this freedom of choice to
interpret the facts as we so choose
is in scarce quantity and, as I said
before, that is indeed a sad
commentary on academia.
Practice what you preach would
be the moral of this warning.-But I
am not so sure that the public .
·condemnation of this shortsight:e dness would do any good. I was.
under. the impression that this lip
service was a fact of life in
.institutions of higher learning but
I think it is more characteristic of a small college. Like Central.
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'Jimi' Hansen

~·
**

.

!

Hendrix' music lives on

Joc,ly Diiigneault

.

/t's a'happenin'

1

~
**

l

*I
.. a death-dealing blow at the very capable hands **~
*~ . Disco was dealt

BY JODY DAIGNEAULT
The Prince of Power Rock & the
God of Guitar has been dead for
nearly eight years now, but his
effigy is alive, well, and kicking
out the jams. Randy Hansen, 23. a
native of Seattle, has cornered the
Northwest (and before too long
the national) Jimi Hendrix market.
Hansen has come into the rock .
scene nearly as fast as Hendrix
dropped out of it. The 27th of June
will mark his first major North-.
west concert at the Paramount in
Seattle and on July 12, Hansen will
be at -the Ranch Tavern here in
Ellensburg for a one-night-concertstand. Opening the evening concert at the Ranch will be another
Northwest act, Tyson Riff.
I'm sure all of you learned
skeptics are sitting there thinking
to yourselves "Now why is that
silly Jody trying to pawn off
another Hendrix act on us?" Well,
I'm glad you asked that question. I
caught Hansen's act a couple of
months ago at the Aquarius
Tavern in Seattle and he blew my
shorts off. All the good adjectives
have already been used to describe
the talent and intensity of
Hansen-"Awesome", "electric",
"phenomenal", "frighteningly- au:
thentic" and the like. What more
could this Trendy Teen Timer
add?
The man not only plays ljke
Hendrix but he looks like him as
well. Or closer yet, for the time

r.

* of Daniel, a four-piece rock outfit. Their one-hour showcase *
* presentation in the S.U.B. prior to their gig downtown was marred*
* by a bad mix and feedback problems which are to be expected in *
~ the acoustic nightmare known as the S. U .B. pit. Their statement ~
* that "Our equipment is American-made and the best that money *
can buy" lost its credibility when, after three songs, one of the *
* guitar amps broke down and had to be replaced.
*
Despite all the hassles, Daniel presented themselves as a very
tight, concert-equipped..hard rock band -which features excellent*
~ musicians with great taste in repertoire selection. All of the ~
* band's members appeared to be into the music they were per- *
* forming; something esse.ntial to a band playing concert-oriented
* material.
.
*
The bassist/vocalist's use of slide and bow string on his *
* instruments (which included a flying-V bass!) and finger work on *
top of the fret-board were a great visual effect as well as audio *
~ effective. For that matter, they all put on a pretty good show. The ~
* guitarist not only had his licks together, but he also had the moves *
* down. The guitar lines on the Hendrix tunes were incredibly *
* Hendrix-flavored and inspired. Interestingly enough it was the *
*
bassist who was doing all the plucking·=the-strings-with-the-teeth *
MMMM ... GOOD! Hendrix-inspired Randy Hansen sinks his teeth
~
and playing-behind-the-head routines, and_not the guitarist.
*
.into his stage performances. Hansen will be in concert in Ellensburg
*
It was explained by the band that they were '.receiving moral and ~
on July 12th.
(Photo by Jody Daigneault)
* 'financial support from Al Hendrix, Jim.i's father. Well, somebody *
* ' must be fronting them some bucks, what with all the equipment in *
'th H t
d . * their possession, including several guitars for each guitarist and a *
that Hansen is on stage, Hansen is r ecently t oure d wi
ear , an * b b
d
d
k b d
d
h ·
f
h. *
Hendrix:
right · down to the may soon be managed by Heart's * a Y gra? an numerous. ey oar s an synt esizers or t e *
· * keyboardist. It must be mce.
_*
playing with the teeth, playing manager Ken Kinnear.
hiS
act,
"I
thl.rik
*
The
band
specializes
in
tunes
that
few
other
bands
play.
Where
*
Hansen
says
of
behind the head and masturbating
·the guitar neck. After he does a of it in terms of playing back a tape * most bands are playing the Beatles "Back in the U.S.S.R.," Daniel
in my head and trying to make
is doing "While My Guitar Gently Weeps." While others are still
flying somersault off the stage
what we're playing sound like that ~ ~.ranking ou~· ~?wie's "Suffragette City," Daniel is rendering ~
he might even jump up on your
tape. Half of it is just show, but * Spac~ Oddity.
.
.
.
*
table and show you what it's all
Damel, however, only provided us with a taste of their own *
when I see that people are getting *
about right up close. ·
Hansen will be doing the off, then I don't have to try to do it. * original compositions. The originals they did play were good, but *
* they're going to have to do more of them if they plan to go Big *
·Hendrix tribute only for a year or It just comes out."
On Hendrix he says, "Yes, I'd * Time. They seem to be in that nether-world twilight zone between *
so. He plans to get involved in
playing and recording original call him an idol ... an idol, an ; taver~ band an~ concert ban~. _E_ither way, it'll be a pleasure to :
have em back m the Burg anytime.
*
compositions later on. He has influence and the reason I play."

*

**

*

*
*

*

**

*

.

*

~**

* ***** *************-***

· Gihraltor
June 28 - 30th
Music starts
9 p.m.

Wed.
Ladies Night
No cover
Thursday
$1 cover

Child
with G.i hraltor
~aturday July ls.t

One night only

Lucky Pierre ·
and Ranch
Fourth o'f July Boogie
Music starts 7-8 p.m.
Sunday, July 2nd
25c Schooners 7-9 p.m.
With several other guest hands.

OLD VANTAGE HWY.
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Heritage Singers perform
BY PAT HADALLER
The gospel group the Heritage
Singers performed in Hertz
Auditorium on June 20.
·. The founder of the group, Max
Mace, said, "We have passed
through Ellensburg many times.
But, this is the first time we have
ever stopped. We didn't think the
audience would be this large."
The 200 people who attended
the free concert seemed to enjoy
the performance. One could often
hear applause break out before a
song was even over.
Being a self-supporting, non-profit group the Heritage Singers

depend upon donations and record
sales to keep them on tour.
The group has been together for
only eight years and has made
over 15 albums. "We have even
made a children's album," said Jim
McDonald, the ·group's bass
singer.

recently divided into two groups.
Heritage lfeekend is the sub-title
of the group which performed in
Hertz Auditorium. They are on a
Northwest tour while the other
group, Heritage U.S.A., is on a
mid-Un.ited States tour.
Members of the two groups are
"When we performed for the selected by the founder, Max
president of Panama," said Mace, Mace. Because of the large
"we were quite surprise4 when he acceptance of the Heritage Singers
addressed us by saying, 'Hi. How and the ailing health of Mace, he
ya all doiri' .' We were momentari- decided to form two groups.
Incidently, Mace is one of the
ly stunned and the president
lead
·singers of the group which
added, 'I can't help it if I spent nine
years of my life in New Mexico.'" performed ·in Ellensburg.
The Heritage Singers have

Student film wins awards
BY.JODY DAIGNEAULT
Central Mass Media student
Tami Anderson was recently
awarded a First Place title in the
College Videotape Category at the
· State Media Festival held in the
Grupe Conference Center. Her

film also was sent to National
Competition in Kansas City where
it was selected to represent the
National Videotape showcase in
the college category.
.
Anderson's television news film
entitled "The Serious Side of
Clowns" dealt with two clowns

one
oja fuui

dcstfn.s
wcddirJ rirtJ~~
custlmL-~

agcm,

b{ue,

crass ri1Yf5

who live here in Ellensburg. One ·
of the clowns is a student.
She describes her film as "an 8minute, 47-second document~ry
about a couple who are clowns.
The type of clowning they 40 is a
serious type of clowning.<~ They
talked about the make-up and the
symbolism of clowns and they
talked about the serious and sad
sides of being a clown. Everybody
thinks that a clown is supposed to
be happy and make everyone
laugh, but they talked about how it
can be a really lonely experience
sometimes."
Anderson, over a period of a
week, put in about 20-25 hours in.
the filming and editing of this.film.
The film was her first and she not
only gained valuable experience in
film production, but she also
gained a good·deal of insight into a
clown's life. · "I was a clown a·
weekend- ago in a parade," she
said, · "and I thought about what
they had told me; little kids kick
you and call you names and don't
really think of you as a human
being. It can really be sad and
lonely. Now I understand what
1
they were talking about."
·

Tribal art shown
,

A fine collection of Indonesian ~nd Southeast Asian art will be
exhibited at the Ellensburg Community Gallery starting Saturday,
July 1st. The Gallery is located at 4082 N. Pearl above Christine's
·
.
and Stereocraft.
The art is from the collection.ofDavid-Amdol employed by "The
Center of Infinite Life" an encounter group which believes body
massage is a key to extending life.
Because of hi~ work!. l\l_!l_!lol travels throughout the world and
collects art as a hobby. · He is now in Hawaii. · The Indonesian-art
will be shown under the auspices of Edwin Armstrong who said
that Amdol wants people here to see what is occurring in other
parts of the world. The native art, will range from tribal carvings
to modern street art form the area.
Among the more interesting objects exhibited will be ancient
Chinese pottery dating from the Ming Dynasty in China. During
this period the Chinese were noted for their far-ranging sea
voyages and frequently visited Indonesia. Another item . of
interest is a carved mask used for old Indonesian tribal rituals.
Admission to.the exhibit is free and everyone is urged to attend.
The Ellensbur_g Community Gallery is a non-profit enterprise
·which regularly exhibits art from · both Central students and
· faculty as well as artists from around the state and nat.ion. In
existence for 10 years, the gallery is operated by the Kittitas
County Allied Arts Council.

The film is available for viewing
at the Audio-Visual Library '
located in Black Hall.
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Several -Central Mass Media
Program students were extended ·
honors .by department officials for
their outstanding work in the mass
media field at the end of last
quarter.
Print media seniors deemed as
outstanding were Bill Kossen of
Seattle, Pam Whitener of Wapato,
and Nancy Wolff of Moses Lake.
Also cit.ed by Prof. James
Goodrich, department chairman,
was Paul Fridlund, in recognition
of his former duties as Editor-inChief of the CAMPUS CRIER.
· Kossen; who graduated last
quarter, was recently hired as a
reporter-photographer for the
Ellensburg Daily Record.
Prof. Roger Reynolds, broadcast
department director, awarded
Terry Talley the award of
'Broadcaster of the Year for 1978
for his service as manager of
KCWS, the campu·s radio station~
Talley .is also
disc jockey for'
Ellensburg radio station KXLE.
The awards were presented at a
meeting preceding a mass media
alumni picnic at Vantage which .
drew over a dozen graduates now
currently involved in professional
jobs around the state.

a
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BRING ON THE PLAYERS......:Stanley Kramer's "The Runner Stumbles" will be shot at the Roslyn
1

FILM FEVER

•

Camera! Action! Roll 'em!
The cameras are rolling in Ellensburg and the historic Upper
County town of Roslyn this summer. Stanley Kramer, famous
dj.rector of High Noon, Inherit the Wind, and It's a Mad, Mad, Mad
World, has chosen the old mining town of Roslyn and Central's
campus m Ellensburg to shoot his new movie, The Runner
Stumbles.
The one to two million dollar picture set in 1926 stars Dick Van
Dyke and Kathleen Quinlan in a story about a priest who falls in
love with a nun. Supporting players include famed dancer and
film actor Ray Bolger and stage & screen actress Maureen
Stapleton. About 80 extras will be used in the film. Persons
wanting these parts are asked by the film company to assemble in
front of the old Northwest Improvement Company Store in Roslyn
at 8 a.m., J uly 1st (this Saturday). Prospective actors should dress
in period costvme
The movie's action centers on a small town church and rectory.
The Roslyn Catholic Church and rectory at Idaho & B Street has
been selected for filming. The vintage buildings have been
refurbished to fit their part in the film. Workmen have repainted
the buildings' exteriors, constructed annexes and remodeled their
interiors to fit the 1920's setting.
The church construction is necessary because the parish
modernizt:d the buildings just six months ago. Father William
Bryo~, priest at both the Cle Elum and Roslyn Catholic Churches
said the Roslyn church would not have needed any refurbishing for
the film if the crew would have come before the modernization. He
praised the film crew's efforts and said they had caused him no
problems during their stay.
The church and rectory interiors have been faithfully
reproduced in a Central warehouse in Ellensburg.
Film
technicians told the Roslyn church's groundkeeper that if she
traveled to the warehouse, she would think she was actually
standing in the rectory in Roslyn. The crew is furnishing
interiors with antiques found in the Kittitas County area.
Craftsmen from California directed local carpenters building the
interior period sets.
Behind the Roslyn church is the old _Cusworth hQuse, many
years vacant. The owner wanted to tear it down put Kramer
offered him money to let the film crew torch the building. The fire
will _provide th~ _ film's fiery dramatic climax where Kathleen
Quinlan, as the nun, burns to death in the church schooL Roslyn
firemen are now practicing for the night of the fire so they can
keep the blaze from spreading to nearby buildings.
Other locations to be used in the filming include the inside of the
Brick Tavern where a jail is being built in the basement; the
Northwest Improvement Company Store which will return to its
former glory as a mining town's company store; the historic
Roslyn City Hall, to be turned into a vintage church school
classroom complete with drawings made by children from
Central's Hebeler Elementary School; and a rural farmhouse
Central's venerable Barge Hall will be used in the film. The
scene will be filmed using authentic 1920's autos on 8th Street.
Micky McCardle, Kramer's production manager, said 35 days of
continuous filming will start on July 6th.

Photos By

Damian A. Schwarz
Story By

Ken Munsell
BAMMERIN' IT OUT-Local carpenters built an exact replica of the
Roslyn rectory at a C.W.U. warehouse
in Ellensburg.

:;}

PASTORAL-This rural farmhouse will also be used for some mo\ie. scenes.

~·

..:.;:.:.· . .

TRAGEDY-The Cusworth Bouse will be the scene of the
climatic fire sequence where the nun played by Kathleen Quinlan loses her life. The
film crew built the lower entrance to make the house look like a parish school.
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Sports
Biking means responsibility
BY LORI GILLESPIE
There is nothing like an
invigorating bike ride from L. & L.
to the S.U.B. Straddle the twowheeled vehicle, pedal once or
twice to get the inertia surge, and
you're off! The wind whips hair
into your face as you glide by the
unfortunate people who must walk
to their next class. The pathway is
wide and straight, and what is
perhaps the most important-all
downhill.
Bicycles are abundant on campus this summer. Riding to -class
gets you there a lot quicker and
provides some exercise. But with
the fun and convenience, there
'. also comes responsibility.
A biker is obligated to obey the
regulations set down by the
College Board of Trustees and
enforced by the campus police.
The rule that seems to be the
least obeyed is the speed limitfive miles per hour on campus.
··Campus Police Chief Dolph Brickley said radar was used last year
to clock bicycle traffic and the
police found some riders whipping
down the sidewalk at up to 27
m.p.h. This is not only unsafe, it
· can be costly. Fines for bikes are
_a~signed on the same basis as

autos, so a cyclist traveling at 27
m.p.h. could accumulate a $100
fine with just one violation.
Another frequently ignored
regulation concerns parking the
bikes. Bikes ·cannot be parked
inside buildings, leaning against
windows, blocking exits, or hindering pedestrian traffic at any time.
Bicycles found in violation of the
rules may be impounded. Owners
of impounded vehicles will be
notified immediately and must
reclaim their property within
seven days.
These rules were not created to
hassle the cyclist, but instead to
insure the safety of 'the operator
and pedestrian.
"Nowhere else do bikes and
pedestrians occupy the same
pathway," said Chief Brickley. It
is a potentially dangerous situation, but, "the two can coexist if
the bicyclist uses care and
caution," he added.
Chief Brickley offered some
suggestions to increase the safety
of all students.
said bikes can
be equipped with speedometers to
aid in regulation, and· warning
devices such as a horn or bell to
announce their coming.
It is
important that a pedestrian know
the vehicle behind him is a bike,

He

and not just ~mother walker
wanting to- pass. A quick stop to
chat or a swinging purse can mean
disaster to even the veteran biker.·
Assuming the cyclist follows al(
the rules and gets to class safely,
another concern can present
itself-the bike may not be there
after class.
;Bike thefts run in cycles. The
majority of larcenies occur near
the end of each quarter when
people move in or out of
apartments or dorms. But Chief
Brickley says a lot of reports the
police receive are closer to "illegal
borrowing" than stealing for
private use. In most cases,
according to Brickley, a student
has to get to the other side of the
campus or downtown, so he
"borrows" the first unlocked bike
he finds, in order to make the trip,
and then later abandons it. The
,key word is "unlocked" . Although
these bikes are usually recovered
q.uickly, always lock your bike to
avoid this type of annoyance.
Locks, however, are not foolproof. "What one man can do,
another man can undo," the Chief
warns. To increase the chances of
recovering a stolen bike, always
know its serial number.
The
number is usually stamped under·

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ the~rankbeneaththepedaboron
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the left wheel-housing. · If the
serial number is known and a theft
occurs, the number may be
matched to a recovered bike
anywhere in the state, through the
use of a central computer system.
The Campus Police Department
offers free bike registration,
anytime, to insure a proper
recording of your number.
Pamphlets concerning p~rtinent
rules and regulations for bikers
are also available.
Biking can be fun, convenient,
and not just a little exercise. A
person can reaily put the old
muscles to work around campuseven though the trip to the S.U.B.
may be a relaxing coast.
Remember, it•may be postponed,
but you still 'h ave to ride in the
other direction sometime-usually·
bucking the ever-present valley
winds.
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TOE YOUR MARK-The 2nd Annual lOkm "RUN WITH THE
WIND" race starts on Tomlinson Field behind Nicholson Pavilion
on 9:30 Saturday morning. The runners will run north to
Sanders Road, round the corner to Brick Road and then follow
8th Avenue, past the college to A Street; turning North, the
runners will finish where they started-at Tomlinson Field.

Kiwanis Club sponsors

"Run with .the wind''
BY DAVE CHRISTOJ>HER
On July 15, the Kiwanis Club
will be sponsoring their second
annual "Ruri With The Wind."
The run is scheduled to _begin at
10 a.m: starting behind Nicholson
Pavilion on Toffi1foson Field. --The
course is 10 kilometers, or 6.2
miles for those people who haven't
converted to the metric system.
The race is open to any amateur
athletes who have registered on
the official entry form by 9:30
Saturday morning, the day of the
race. There is an entry fee of $4,
and any person under the age of 17
must get their' parent's written
permission to compete. The first
300 entrants will receive a free
runner's visor.
Entry brochures may be picked
up at the following locations: Four
Seasons Recreational Center,
Berry's Department Store,
Mundy's Shoe· Store, Strange's
Sporting Goods and on campus at
Nicholson Pavilion.
There are eight age divisions
which the entrants will compete
in college and post high school,
elementary school age, junior high
school age, high school age, then

MILLS
SADDLE
'N'

Straw Hat$
fro1n $4.95 to $20.00
Sizes 6 1/8 to 7 .3/4

Downtown

4th & Main

30-39, 40-49, 50-59, plus 60 years &
older.
The race will also be
divided by sex, wherein the
females only comp_e te against the
females and males against ttte
males.
Trophies and medals will be
awarded to the first three
finishers in each age division.
All proceeds from the run will
go to the Rodeo City Kiwanis
youth activities. Rod Goosman,
the chairman of "Run With The
Wind" and pas( president of the
Kiwanis Club, said "the main
desire of the club is to help kids in ,1,
the Ellensburg-Kittitas area".
According to doosman, the club
has four major projects which they
sponsor for the kids. They are a E
fishing derby at Naneum· pond, a
Little League base_ball clinic, a ski
sale, and a Babe Ruth baseball
·team. Goosman also mentioned
that the Kiwanis Club is beginning
to expand to help more people in
the community, such as Senior
·Citizens.
People who are interested in
helping as road guards for th-e race
should contact Goosman at #9255057 for further information.
People who are planning to run
in the race should report to
Tomlinson -Field at 8:30 a.m. to
check in and receive their race
number. The rules are: each
competitor will run on the
approved course marked for their ,
age division, they will not accept
outside assistance, and will accept
the decision of the judges as final.
According to Goosman, the run
is more for fun than competition,
so any part-time or full-time
athletes who want to p:r:omote
physical fitness and help the
Kiwanis Club with their projects,
, get ready to "Run With The
Wind."
1
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JOB OPPORTUNITY
$250 per week stuffing envelopes
already stamped and addressed.
Free supplies, send sell-addressed stamped envelope to:
Living Patriot
Star Route
._ Gallipolis, Ohio 45631
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· Parry Hopes For Brighter Season

BY DAVE CHRISTOPHER
Central's head football coach
" Tom Parry, feels that he will
probably have a better team this
season than he had last year.
With two consecutive losing
~ seasons of 3-6, Central's football
program is in a rebuilding-process.
Asked what his goal as
head coach is, Parry replied,
' "turning this program around."
Parry's coaching dream is to win a
N.A.I.A. championship in football
for Central.
With many sweet successful
seasons of 8-1, 7-2, 9-0 in Parry's
coaching career, he is now tasting
the bitterness of 4-5, 3-6 seasons,
·with his last three b~ing losing
ones. "I am feeling some personal
pressure, some frustration," admits Parry.
"Last year I thought we played
good as a defensive team, despite
the statistics," said Parry. Parry
, feels it was just some unlucky
breaks that contributed to a few of
the lo-sses. He mentioned things
like not making the first down,
dropping an easy pass, "not
converting the critical plays," is
the way Parry summed it up. "It
is the little things that can totally
change the momentum of a game,"
Parry added. In the other losses
Parry felt his team was more or
· less manhandled by the opponent,
as was the ease of a 53 to 6 loss to
·Portland State, and the 39 to 9 loss
.to Simon Fraser.
Asked where he thought the
weak spot was in last year's
defense that allowed that many
points to be scored, Parry said he
felt it was in the secondary. "I'm
not saying that individually they
were not good players but as a
whole unit, we got hurt by their
play."

In his off-season recruiting,
Parry concentrated on getting
athletes that can play in the
defensive secondary. · There is
only one of the starting four that
will be returning from last year's
team.
Asked does winning reflect the .
quality of the player a college gets
-in recruiting, Parry answered "Oh
yes." He emph-asized that the
better players will tend to go to
schools that have winning teams,
and to schools that they can play
at. "Right now we are dealing

with mediocrity, we probably
the.. schedule. "''We could be 0-4.J
won't get the best football player ·and stfll have a ·good team·: ·rsays games, starting with the conference champions, Oregon College of
coming out of a high school, but we ,Parry.
Education. They will then be on
might get the second or third ·
the
road for three games, and back
The
Wildcats
will
open
their
best." Parry said that he felt that
it took at least fifteen really good season on the road September 23 .at home for the final two, closing
football players to have a good against Simon Fraser University, out against U.P.S.
team, and lately they have been then they will come home for three
getting only about eight really
good players.

Central Grads Coaching

Central's 1978 football schedule
doesn't seem to be getting any
easier, despite the absence of
Portland State and P.L.U. from

High School Basketball

1

Football Recruits
Twelve more football players· and last season at Idaho State.
have indicated they will enroll at Another i:ricoming player from
Central next year, increasing to 29 Bremerton is James Walker, who
.the number of recruits for Coach will play running back or in the
Tom Parry's squad.
secondary·
Needing help in the kicking
Included on the list is running
back Homer Barber, a 5'10", game, Parry has added punter Jay
190-pound speedster from Phoenix Rothermel and placekicker Dale
Community College. Chris Olsen, Drllevich. The 6' • 175-pound
who started at forward for Dean Rothermel averaged 40.1 yards
Nicholson's basketball team last per punt last year for Fife High
year, is another addition · to the School. Competing for Kentridge
Wildcats' offensive team. Olsen, High School, Drllevich · is the
6'6", 220 pounds, will battle for the All-Time North Puget Sound
starting tight end spot.
League kicking champion with 78
Many of Parry's recruits will point~ .
join _th~ defensive unit, where
Central is in need of help,,_
especially in the secondary and at
end. The Wildcats' four starting
defensive backs and both ends
have graduated, leaving Parry
with a major rebuilding job.
One of the most experienced
recruits is Oza Langston, a 5'11",
190~pound defensive back from
Bremerton. He played two years .
at Walla Walla Community College

Coaching changes at two high
lettered four years as a pitcher for
Central's baseball team.
schools in . the Puget Sound area
have resulted in head basketball . Mengarelli never played basketcoaching positions for a pair of ball for Central but assisted with
Central graduates.
the junior varsity coaching d.uties.
Both coaches have advanced He replaces Jack Fitterer at
through assistant coaching roles at Kennedy.
their respective high schools. The
'Another Central graduate who
. advancements were made by Jim changed positions recently is Ken
. Clifton at Puyallup and Henry Kladnik. He was named the head
Mengarelli at Kennedy.
athletic trainer at the University
Clifton has been at Puyallup 10 of Idaho.
years. He was team captain at __ Kladnik was one of the first two
Central for the 1964-65 season, and students in athletic trainer Gary
made two trips to the N.A.I.A. Smith's training program. One of
national basketball tournament in Smith~s students this year, Kelly
Kansas City. Clifton also is Schultz of Pasco, will begin
Puyallup's head tennis coach and is· graduate work in athletic training
an assistant for football.
·
next year at the University of
A versatile athlete, Clifton also Arimna.

Our RDS, YAMAHA, Technics System:
Delightful - and Easy to Own!

·1 978-79 Cheerleaders
Four Central coeds were recently selected as cheerleaders for
the 1978-79 sports season.
All four have high school cheerleading experience.
The
members of next year's rally squad are: Tammy Lien, Lynnwood;
Donna Thomas, Tacoma; Kandy Brown, Tacoma; and Charissa
Hokanson, Port Orchard.
Lien, who is a mass media major and plans a career in sports
broadcasting, will be a sophomore · next year.
Thomas graduated from Lincoln High School and is majoring in
political science at Central. She intends to become a high school
teacher.
Brown, who will be a senior next year, was a cheerleader at
Ta~oma Community College. She is a fashion merchandising
maJor.
Hokanson graduated from South Kitsap in 1976. She is
undecided on a major, but is studying music for her minor.

nO ~

SYSTEM PRICE $599,*
including Our "Blue Chip System" Warranty.

We've been in the high fidelity business for a long time, and yet
are continually being surprised by manufacturers who seem able to build more and more
performance into their equipment without charging you more and more money. Today's
featured system, for example, is audibly superior to comparably priced equipment of, say,
five years ago. And you, the consumer, are ' the winner!

t*********************************•

; June 29- July 3
*

!
!

.

PULSE
PANT

E SALE

;*
;*
;

*
!*
**

*t
**

I

2 Styles of
white cotton
sizes 5-15

E
*
E

Start with a close look at the Yamaha CR-420 receiver. With the lean, clean good looks for
which Yamaha is famous, its performance is just as clean; and it has a unique variabw
loudness contour control that lets you really tailor the sound to your own room and taste.

!

The ADS L-400 speakers pack more sound into a modest space than you'll believe! A
proven two-way, acoustic suspension design, they have a free, natural, open quality that
captures the "live performance sound you're after.

E

;*
;*
;

The newest element of the system, the Technics SL-220 turntable, is really impressive!
Unlike the above illustration, its controls are on the front of the base, so you can activate all
functions with the dust cover closed. Its speed constancy and smooth, quiet operation are
destined to make this one of Technics' all-time best sellers.
COME IN SOON, WON'T YOU? EXPERIENCE THE LUXURIOUS LOOK, FEEL AND
SOUND OF THIS HIGH PERFORMANCE, YET AFFORDABLE, SYSTEM.

*

Also .100%
;*
poI yester pants in
**
assorted colors $18 95 to $25 5 «t-**
**

Tl IN lil4M I

~

·* Just $99.50 Down, $25.29 A Month!
Cash Price with Tax $629.50-·
Down Payment $99.50-24
Monthly Payments of $25.29-Total Deferred Payment Price
$706.46-Annual Percentage
Rate 12%-Upon Approval of
Credit-Insurance, If Desired,
Extra. Including our "Blue Chip
System" Warranty.

~

*~
.
401 N. Pearl 925-4330
;*
•*********************************.,..........................

VISA"

•

We accept bank cards

408 N. Pearl

962-2830
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Hayfever Cures Offered

**
**~
~
FOR HEAL TH'S
Doctors prescribe numerous sufferers need to cut down on such
·
SAKE
**·
BY LES FITZPATRICK
expensive hay fever drugs includ- -foods as Tab and Twinkies and **
*
*
ing strong antihistamines, corti- learn to like spinach and soy beans *
M R G [d
***
Hay fever sufferers are a sone tablets and weekly epi- in order to cure t eir ay ever. *
·
•
.
·
o en
handicapped, misunderstood nephrine shots. Unfortunately,
In Back to Eden, Kloss describes *
*
minority. People think them many of these remedies produce' nearly every human disease and *
Refined, pro~essed, bleached, sulphured, "enriched" and *
vulgar because they sneeze and unfavorable side effects such as ailment, incfoding hay fever, and ~ otherwise adulterated & devitalized "foods" are thrust into our ~
drowsiness and fatigue.
blow their noses all the time.
offers a cure for each. All of * "modern" diet more and more each day.
*
Fortunately, there is one reme- Kloss' remedies include a change · *
Friends scoff because their hay
As an example of our overprocessed daily fare: the- refining of **
be dy available to hay fever sufferers in the patient's dietary habits.
fever-suffering friends
* flour (in this case, wheat) removes that vital spark of life, the *
caught dead without their hankies. , which is both inexpensive and has
For immediate relief of hay * germ, which is the heart of the grain-sprouting when the -seed is *
They don't know what it's like no ill side effects. This remedy is fever, Kloss suggests snuffing * planted. The germ is especially rich in the B vitamins, Vitamin E *
being caught in a classroom with a called preventive m'edicine.
warm salt water up the nose as * oil, protein, fats, carbohydrates and minerals (especially iron). *
Actually, preventive medicine is this helps dry out the nasal ~ The out~r kernel covering, or bran, is also disca~ded. Bran *
runny nose and no hanky.
Alas, there are countless reme- nothing more than good common membran·e.
* contains similarfb nutrients
.as in the germ, along with cellulose, *
dies available to the hay fever sense dietary habits. According
Another of Kloss' remedies: * h. h (b ·
) ·
d · t f
t
I**.
w ic
emg i er is a goo mes ma regu a or.
sufferer ranging from 12-hour time to the late Jethro Kloss, renowned includes the use of borax and
What
is
left
after
the
"rape"
of
the
milling
process
is
the
*
*
capsules to therapeutic trips herbalist and author of Back to powdered golden seal root, which ~ endosperm, the largest portion of the kernel, consisting mainly of *
to Arizona.
Eden: Healing Herbs, Home can be purchased in most~health * carbohydrates (in the form of starch), with traces of some *
One local drugstore offers more Remedies, Diet and Health, most food stores. Mix one teaspoon of * vitamins, minerals and protein.
* -:
than 30 varieties of over-the- people suffer from hay fever each into a pint of boiling water *
The germ and bran are removed in order to reduce the chances *
counter pills, sprays, capsules, because of their dietary habits.
and let this mixture stand for an * of rancidity and improve the storage quality of the grain. ~
Accordfog fo Kloss, hay fever hour, shaking occasionally.
drops and candies for hay_ fever . .
* However, because of this milling process to lengthen storage time, ** ~
..__.-_........_
Pour some of this solution into ~ many important nutrients are lost. .
the hand and snuff it up the nose * _ Because of the increasing use of refined flour· products by the *
four times daily as ·this is very * consumer, the federal government deemed it necessary to enrich *
healing and soothing.
.
* such products with (at the minimum) iron and two to three of the B *
Kloss says that golden seal, or * vitamins which were milled o?t .(of the 15+ existing B vit~min~). ~
Hydrastic canadensis, is "one of * As all nutrients are synergistic, the two to three B vitamms *
Excellent sandwiches, pizzas
the most wonderful remedies in ~ "added back" to refined flour prod~cts cann~t be a?eq~ately *
the entire herb kingdom."
* utilized by one's system without their compamon B vitamms. *
Mexican food.
According to Kloss, golden seal * Therefore, it makes more nutritional sense (thus economic sense) * •
-~ ~-"'- - \
can help cure many ailments * to use only whole grain flour products, thereby eliminating the *
cold beer
including colds, tonsillitis, liver * nutritional need to. s~pplement one'~ diet with th~se nut~ients ~
troubles and skin eruptions, as * discarded by the millmg process, which would require havmg to *
well as hay fever.
~ eat additional foods _(or ~upplements) in. order ~~ receive t.hose *
Surprisingly, some of the other * nutrients discarded m millmg, thus addmg additional calories. *
hay fever remedies which Kloss *
The saying "You are what you eat" is continually being *
suggest include the use of skunk * supported by scientific evidence. One can read in a newspaper * ,
cabbage, calamus root, and, * almost daily about some ailment which has been fou.nd tre~table.by ~
believe it or not, ragweed and * a certain nutrient or food or through a change m one s eatmg *
goldenrod.
~ habits, particula~ly by. t~e elimination of a certain "fo~d:'.
*
Granted, some of Kloss' r~me- *
Instead of JUSt hvmg day-by-day on a nutr1t1onally *
dies seem difficult to believe in, * undernourished (or malnourished) diet, with the possible *
but to hay fever sufferers, any * .accumulative effects of general poor health, a drab & dull *
remedy !s worth a try, espec~ally if · * appearance, p~or· · appetite, frequ~nt head~ches
muscular ~
on~ cant afford yearly trips to ~ tensions, and JUSt an overall feelmg of .hem~ physically and *
Arizona.
** changed-so
mentally in a "rut",. one's ways of eatmg can be gradually *
that the peak of one's mental & physical health can be *
*
achieved.
*
Delta Law requires you to read this
** whole
Refined flours, breads and cereals can be exchan?~d for _their ,_ ~
grain, natural counterparts, thereby rece1vmg .higher *
message be/ore. you leave town.
:: nutrient (and economic) quality. ~he use of paste~.1zed
*
*
homogenized milk products can be switched ·over to certified raw *
O.K., this is goodbye! Go out and get drunk!
milk products, which contain vital vitamins . and enzymes *
in the pasteurizing & homogenizing processes.
*
*** destroyed
Live it up! Have fun! The,summer is yours!
Sulphured, bleached and dyed fruits vegetables should also be ~
But some time this summer, 'like around August 4th,
:
as their chemical "helpers" may cause cancer or lead to *
numerous other degenerative diseases.
.
. *
you'd better be ready to see the funniest college
** avoided,
Substitute honey, molasses, or a natural frmt sugar (fructose) m *
movie ever created. Don't blow it!
place of refined sugar-which, after the refining process, retains a *
*** hundredth
to a thousandth of the vitamins & minerals found in the ~
natural, unrefined sugars.
** •·
~
All chemical
synthetic additives, artificial fla~orings
** colorings,
emulsifiers and all other unnatural preservatives should. *
be eliminated from one's shelves, and one's diet, as they are *
** may
nonnutritious substances which, scientists are now discovering,
lead to a host of ailments.
*
*~ untouched
one concentrates on using more
more "natural" foods . *
by processing's chemical and refined "aids", and less
*
synthetic and adulterated food stuffs, a healthier, clearer and *
** less
happier physical
mental weH-being will result.
*
h · h
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Dan's Photo Plus
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This summer· the movie to see will be
IUftelUJ,

l.AMPee•s®

•Ml--•L lleutW

Your photographic
headquarters

Ilford paper & -Ilford film
available for photo students
this summer.

DARKROOM SUPPLIES
Complete line of films.
Kodak, Ilford & Agfa

A comed,y.from Universal Pictures

8·12-Exposure.
Kodacolor Film
DEVELOPING
and PRINTING

THE MATIY SltvVAONS - IVAN REITMAN PRODUCTION
"NATIONAL ~POON'S ANIMAL HOUSE" Sromrg JOHN OELUSHI. TIM MATHESON
.
JOHN VERNON · VERNA 13LOOM · THOMAS HULCE and
DONALD SUTHEl\LAND as JENNINGS · Produced by MATIY SIMMONS and
IVAN REITMAN· MusicbyELMEROEf\NSTEIN ·Written byHAAOLD !WAIS,
DOUGLAS KENNEY & CHRIS MILLER ·Directed by JOHN LANDIS
( Oo9orol >Ound noel'' on MCA Reca<d> (,Tapes

I:.~=~'~'~::[.., :~~:~.':.l~:
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lnc.. l 11<it· ~

110 S .;t·

"--__ $1. 99 ~:r.

RESTRICTED~
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You'll be talking about it all winter/

Dan's Photo Plus

420 N. Pine
925-4606
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CRUISIN' IN STYLE:

P

e 11

Randy Kroke, Jan Goodman and_ Kirk Phipper enjoy a quiet ·sunny afternoon floating down the Yakinia River near the mouth of the Swauk.

The River's
Remedy
.\

BY DAVE CHRISTOPHER
--

Without any major college sporting events to watch, many
summertime student inhabitants of Ellensburg are perplexed with
the question of what to do.
Living in Rodeo City and not being into roping doggies or
bucking broncos~ a person might wonder how to fill their spare
time.
My three years' experience as a summer resident has brought
me to realize that the biggest asset of Ellensburg in the
summer.t ime is the Yakima River, notably when it comes to
river floating.
Floating the river is a great way to relax and have fun while
getting a good suntan. It provides a serene calming effect, which
can be useful after flunking a test.
The river's current moves at a nice peaceful pace, with just
enough semi-rough spots to _k eep you awake and make the trip
exciting. The river has the innate ability to wash boredom from
your body, and to change the day into a delightful experience.
The prerequisites for river floating are:
flotation device such
as a rubber raft or a large innertube; an ice-cold sixpack of the
beverage of your choice, to help wash down the heat. Be sure to·
bring a plastic sack for carrying those empties when you're done
with them.
If you don't own your own raft· or have a large innertube,. you
can rent them at the Tent N Tube. The Tent N Tube is located at
the west end of the S.U.B. and is open from 10-3, Monday through
F_riday. The price of renting a raft is $7.50 per day, while the
innertube is only 75 cents. You can pick up your favorite beverage
at the local grocery store.
An innertube allows the person individual control ta go where
he wants to, plus it's relatively inexpensive for a day of fun.
Personally, I think the innertube is the only way to go.
The advantages of getting a raft are that more things can be
carried with you, and it is e~pecially good for a family with
children. Probably the biggest asset of using a raft is that one's
derriere won't numb from sitting in cold water as would occur with
an innertube.
The biggest problem of floating the river can be transportation.
You must have two cars to get anywhere, one to be parked and
waiting at tl~e landing site and the other to carry the tubes and peopl~ up the river to the starting place.
The latter car should be big enough to carry all the people and
tubes. You can always tie the tubes or passengers on top of the car
for more room: .
It's a good id.e a to take a T-shirt with you and to wear an old pair
of tenni.s shoes. Wearing shoes allows you to kick away from the
rocks and branches that can get in the way, plus the shirt keeps
you from getting too burned. If you're not a real good swimmer,
don't be embarrassed to wear a life jacket, it may decide if you
ever go river floating again.
·
So, when you get to the starting point of your first float, wade
out, sit in your tube, cast away, pop a top and sit back for that
gratifying, blissful, refreshing cruise . you've needed.
. Remember next time it's too hot inside and outside the
classroom, the river is always there.

a

NATURE AT ITS BEST. The river has many magnificient beauties for all to enjoy as they
slowly progress down the river.
.

ANCHORS A WEIGH! This fearless river floater shoots the rapids found just south of Thorp
bridge, a popular launching point for the tube sailors.

Photos By Damian A. Schwarz
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· WE DELIVER
925-1111
. 925-2222
PIZZA MIA WILL BE CLOSED JULY 2-3-4

WE DELIVER
. A TRADl-TION OF QUALITY
5 TILL CLOSING
IN 1962, ART LADD STARTED THE PIZZA
925-1111 925-2222 MIA AND DEVELOPED A RECIPE FOR A SAUCE,
.DOUGH, AND CHEESE BLEND THAT IS USED TO
LAST SCHOOL YEA·R THIS VERY DAY. THROUGH THE YEARS WE
STRIVED TO BRING YOU THE BEST IN PIZZAS.
WE DELIVERED
WE PURCHASE ONLY THE FINEST PRODUCTS:
TOMATOES, ONIONS, GREEN PEPPERS, AND
ABO.UT 15,000
MUSHROOMS ARE PURCHASED FRESH AND
SLICED AND DICED DAILY. OUR PEPPERONI ,
ORDERS 111
CANADIAN BACON AND SAUSAGE ARE o ·F THE
PIZZAS

8-10-:12

14-16 SUPER & 24
PEPPERONI
SAUSAGE
I

MUSHROOM

. BLACK OLIVE
CANADIAN BACON
GREEN PEPPERS
. PINEAPPLE

FINEST QUALITY. EACH PIZZA· IS MADE FROM
SCRATCH, WE ROLL THE DOUGH, (MADE "FRESH
DAILY), SAUCE THE PIZZA SKIN, PUT ON THE
INGREDIENTS OF YOUR CHOICE, TOP IT WITH
CHEESE AND COOK IT FOR TEN TO SEVENTEEN
MINUTES (DEPENDING ON THE INGREDIENTS
YOU HAVE CHOOSEN) AND SERVE IT PIPING
HOT TO YOUR TABLE ·o R Y0:UR. oo·oR~-.. IT
TAKES A LITTLE LONGER TO STA°r~T· FROM
SCRATCH AND SLICE, DICE, CHOP, MIX, ROLL,
AND PREPARE EVERYTHING BY HAND BUT WE ·
FEEL ITS WHAT MAKES OUR CUSTOMERS COME
BACK- THE TRADITION OF A QUALITY PIZZA .
NO WONDER WE GO THROUGH OVER A TON
OF CHEESE, SIX HUNDRED POUNDS OF
CANADIAN .BACON, TWENTY GALLONS OF
SAUCE, AND SIX HUNDRED POUNDS OF
DOUGH EVERY MONTH 1111 · .

TOMATO
ONIONS

. HARDCORES
JULY 8 & SEPT. 2

SHRIMP

6A.M. - JOA.M.

LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRTS
GRINDERS
15 ~ SCHOONERS
.
·CANADIAN BACON HARDCORE BUMPER STICKERS
ROAST BEEF
A HAPPENING ONLY AT
,1
VEGIE
A MEAL IN A SANDWICH

•

PIZZA MIA

•

